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Abstract

We study the convergence of the posterior distribution to the true
distribution in the context of survival analysis data. In the presence
of censoring, when the prior is a Dirichlet process, we establish the
consistency when the true distribution satisfies a bounded support as-
sumption. We provide a sufficient condition for consistency for general
priors. In the uncensored case we prove a similar result when the prior
for the survival distribution arises through a Dirichlet Process prior for
the hazard rate.

1 Introduction

Dirichlet process priors DQ for non-parametric Bayesian inference about an

unknown distribution function F were introduced by Ferguson( 1973,1974).

For a recent review see Ferguson, Phadia and Tίwari(1993). Ferguson (1973)

proved the consistency of the Bayes estimate for F. The approach of Sethura-

man and Tiwari (1982) can be used to prove the consistency of the posterior,

in the sense of Freedman, i.e., the posterior converges to δp0 a.s ί o , where

FQ is the true distribution and 6p0 is the probability measure putting all

its mass at Fo A careful and detailed presentation of this notion of con-

sistency, which can be traced back to the work of Laplace, is available in

Freedman(1963) and in Diaconis and Freedman (1986).
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Dirichlet process priors were introduced in survival analysis by Susarla

and Van Ryzin (1976). They found an explicit form for the Bayes estimate

of F in the presence of random,right censoring, and showed that in their

theory the Kaplan-Meier estimate of F appears as a non-informative Bayes

estimate. They showed that the Kaplan-Meier estimate can be obtained by

holding the data fixed and taking the limit of a sequence of Bayes estimates

corresponding to D α , where for all i, °jrR4\ = ^m}) ι s a fixed non-zero

probability measure and αi(R+) goes to 0 as i —> oo. Susarla and Van

Ryzin (1978) prove the consistency and other asymptotic properties of the

Bayes estimate for a fixed prior Dα.

It is interesting that the posterior in Susarla and Van Ryzin's work has

no simple form though a representation is implicit in their work and given

explicitly in unpublished lecture notes of Sethuraman (1986). An interesting

question is whether, in this set up, the posterior is consistent in the sense of

Freedman. In section 2 we answer this question in the affirmative under an

assumption of compact support for both F and the censoring distribution

G.

The Bayes estimate of Susarla and Van Ryzin has discontinuities and

so it cannot be used for estimating a hazard rate. To avoid this problem

Dykstra and Laud (1981) have introduced a prior for the hazard rate itself,

and given explicit representation for the posterior distribution of F, with

or without censoring. However these expressions are so unwieldy that no

consistency properties are known for their posterior or Bayes estimate. We

prove a posterior consistency theorem in this setting when a multiple of the

hazard rate has a Dirichlet process prior. In the last section we provide a

sufficient condition for consistency.

2 Dirichlet Process prior for PF,PG

In the following (Xi,Yi) 's are i.i.d. non negative random variables and X{

and Yi are independent with distributions P, Q. We view P as the survival

distribution and Q as the censoring distribution . For 1 < i < n, let

Zi = min(Xi,Yi) and

Δ t = 1

Δ t =0

The assumptions made later ensure that X{ — Yi has zero probability.
In this section and in section 4 , we investigate consistency in the pres-

ence of censoring and thus only (Z t , Δ t ) are observed and we consider the
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posterior of (P, Q) given (Zt , Δ t ), / = 1,2, , n. Given a prior for (P, Q)
we say that the posterior for P is consistent at the true (Po, Qo) if the
marginal posterior distribution of P given the data at stage n , converges
weakly, asn-^oo to the degenerate measure δp0 almost surely (Po,Qo)

We need conditions on the distribution P of X and Q of Y . We
formulate these as

C 1 P and Q do not have any common point of discontinuity, in the sense
that the associated distribution functions FP,FQ, have no points of discon-
tinuity in common.

C 2 For all a , P(X > a) > 0 implies Q(Y > a) > 0.

Fix αi, α2 such that a\ < a2 . Let V be all (P, Q) satisfying c.l and c.2 and
such that P[0,αi] = Q[0,a2] = 1.

Let Γ be the map T(x,y) = (Z,Δ) and let TΊ be the function defined
on V which takes (P,Q) to the distribution of T , i.e. Tλ(P,Q) = (P x
Q)Γ- 1. The range Γi(P) is thus a family of distributions of (Z,Δ). We
set V — T\{V) and will denote the elements of V by P#. We equip
T^P with the weak topology. Under assumption c.l , T is continuous
with probability 1 under each (P, Q) and hence T\ is continuous on V .
Further c.2 ensures that T identifies P in the sense that P\ φ P2 implies
T1(PUQ1) φ 7i(P2,<22). This enables us to define " inverse " of Tλ - we
define T2 on V by T2(TX{P,Q)) = P.. An explicit representation of T2 is
given in Tsai(1986)

In this and the next section we use a Dirichlet process prior. The basic
references are Ferguson (1973,1974) who introduced and studied its basic
properties. An excellent treatment with many new results is the unpub-
lished notes of Sethuraman's lectures on nonparametric priors. Other very
useful recent reviews are Ferguson, Phadia and Tiwari (1993) and Sethura-
man(1994).

Let αt be non zero finite measures on [0,αt ] Let P, Q be independent
with Dirichlet process prior distribution Dai,Da2.

Theorem 1 Suppose that the support of α t is [0,αi],i = 1 , 2 and that the

true (Po,<2o) is in V. If Po and QQ are both continuous then the posterior

distribution of P given (Z{, Δ2 ), i = 1,2, , n is consistent at (P o , Qo)

Proof. It can be seen via Sethuraman's construction [Sethuraman ,1994]
of the Dirichlet process that DaiXOi2(V) = 1. Note first that PH is dis-
tributed as D rp-i where a — OL\ X α2 Thus we are in the case where
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Z{ = (Z t , Δ t ) are R2 valued random variables i.i.d. as P # , with PJJ it-

self having a DaT-i prior. The posterior of P # given Z i , Z 2 , , Z n is

Da_^pnδ_ Letting a^ = a + Σ™ δg , we note that for each borel set B,

o%(B) converges to PHQ(B) almost surely P# o and ά^{R2) - > o o a s n goes
to infinity. It follows from Theorem 4 in Dalai and Hall (1980) which is a
variation of Theorem 3.3 in Sethuraman and Tiwari(1982) that 2}α* con-
verges almost surely to δpH . Thus the posterior distribution of PJJ given
(Ziy Δ t ), i = 1,2, , n converges weakly to δpHQ a.s PFQ,G0

We now argue that Γ2 is continuous at (Po, Qo) which means that Γ2 is
continuous a.s δpH and the conclusion of the theorem would follow from
the observations made in the last paragraph.

To establish continuity at P# o suppose that .Tχ(Pn,Qn) converges to
ϊ i (Po, Qo)' Since {Pn}, {Qn} are tight, we may suppose by going through a
subsequence that, (Pn ,Qn) converges to (P*,Q*). Since Z = min(X.Y) is
continuous, the distribution of Z under (Pn,Qn) converges to the distribu-
tion of Z under (P*,<2*). Hence the distribution of Z under (P*,Q*) and
(PQIQQ)

 a r e same. By assumption the latter is continuous and it follows
easily that (P*,Q*) satisfies c.l. This in turn implies that the distribuiton
of (Z,Δ) is same under (P*,Q*) and (Po,,Qo) from which it can be
easily concluded that (P*,Q*) satisfies c.2. ' Thus (P*,Q*) is in V and
Γχ(P*,Q*) = Ti(Po,<2o) and from the identifiability of P by Γ, we have

Remark 1 We believe that consistency would obtain even when (Fo,Go)
are not constrained to have compact support as in theorem 1.

3 Dirichlet Process prior for hazard rate

A basic theorem used in both this and the next sections is the following

result which is implicit in Schwartz (1965) and explicitly attributed to her

by Barron (1986). A streamlined proof appears in unpublished lecture notes

of Ghosh and Ramamoorthi(1994).

Theorem 2 (Schwartz). Let Ui's be i.i.d random variables with common
distribution P. Let P belong to V where V is a family of probability measures
dominated by a σ— finite measure μ and let PQ be the true distribution.
Suppose the prior π puts positive mass on every Kullback-Leibler ball B$
around P o namely τr({P : / ( P o | | P) < δ)}) > 0 where L(P0 \\ P) =
/polog^dμ where po,p are the densities o/Po,P with respect to μ, then
the posterior is consistent at PQ

Let F have density f. Following Dykstra and Laud (1981) we assume

the hazard rate q(x) — f(x)/F(x) is monotone. To fix ideas suppose it is
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non decreasing in x. To put a prior on the space of q's , let A(x) be a
random distribution function such that the probability PA is distributed as
jDα, where α is a finite non zero measure on [0,oo] and set q(x) — WA(x)
where W is a positive random variable which is independent of P^. If W
has a Gamma distribution our prior would reduce to a special case of the
Gamma Process prior introduced by Dykstra and Laud (1981). We do not
know if our method can be adapted to cover their general case.

Assumption A.

Assumption 1 Pp0 has support in the interval [0,αχ] and has density /o
with respect to the Lebesgue measure and further the density /o is strictly
positive on [0,αi] and bounded above on [0,αi].

Assumption 2 The hazard rate q$ = fo/Fo is non decreasing and

Assumption 3 /o

αi | logfo \ dFo < oo

Theorem 3 Suppose the true distribution Pp0 satisfies Assumption A, the
support of a is [0,oo) and α{0} > 0 and the support of the distribution of
W is [0, oo). Then the posterior is consistent at FQ

Proof: In view of Schwartz's theorem , it is enough to verify that, for all

Da(Bδ) > 0, (1)

where
Bδ = {P:I(PFo\\P)<δ}. (2)

First note
-logF(x) = Γq(t)dt. (3)

Jo
Choose αo < αi such that

Γ\logfo\dF0<
δ-, (4)

Jao ^

qo(ao) > 1, (5)

: 7. (6)

and
K(a1 - α0) < f, where

K > 2 sup fo(x).
0<27<αi

The second condition above can be ensured since qo must be unbounded
as x -• αi , otherwise - logF0(x) will not tend to infinity as x —• a\.
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Since the support of α is [0, oo) and α{0} > 0) , given any 0 = t0 <
ίi < t2 < - < tn = α0, [A(ίo),A(ίi - A(to)r ,A(tk) - A(tk-i)] has
a non degenerate Dirichlet distribution . Thus given c and Ao the set
{A :| A(t{) — Ao(^ ) < e,i = 1,2, « ,7i} has positive Dα measure. Since
Ao is a non decreasing continuous function given e > 0, by choosing e and
0 = to < tι < t2 < < tn = αo it is easily seen that

Dα{A: sup I A(x)- A0(x) \< e} > 0. (7)

Define

A0(x) = ̂ 7 ^ , 0 < x < α0. (8)

Note that on the set qo(do) <W< 2qo(αo) , Ao(αo) < 1.
Hence the prior probability of

Ae = {(TV, A) : go(^o) <W< 2go(«o)5 sup | A(x) - Ao(x) \< —} (9)
O<a:<αo "

is positive for all e > 0.
To complete the proof of (1), we will now show that given 6 > 0, for

sufficiently small e > 0,

(W, A) e Ae implies PF e Bδ

where F satisfies (3) with q(x) = PFA(#).
If (W,A) are in Ac, then

sup I q(x) — qo(x) \< € (10)

which implies (via (3))that for a suitable η

sup \logF(x)-logF0(x)\<η. (11)
<<

and hence using / = qF . and using the fact that go is bounded away from
zero in [0,αo] by assumption A , we can choose η and hence 6, such that

sup I logf(x)- Iogf0(x)\<- (12)
4

Now,

0 < I(PFo II PF) = Γ ^ l o S T + Γ fo^gfo- Γ fologq- Γ fologF
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The sum of the first two terms is bounded by | , by (12) and (4). The
third term can be made less than zero by (5 , 10) and the fact that q is
non-decreasing .

Finally, by (3,6,11) the last term

/ £ /o log F = / £ [/o(log F - log F(αo)] - logF(α0)(Fo(α0 -

This completes the proof of the fact that for sufficiently small e > 0, (W, A) £
At implies I{PQ \\ Pp) < δ. An application of Schwartz's theorem now
completes the proof.

4 A sufficient condition for consistency

Let V\ be the set of all probabilities Pp , absolutely continuous with respect

to Lebesgue measure such that the support of Pp is contained in [0, α{\ and

let T>2 be the set of all probabilities PQ, absolutely continuous with respect

to Lebesgue measure such that the support of PQ is contained in [0, α<2\ and

also such that α2 belongs to the support of PQ. Let TΓ be a prior under which

Pp and PQ are independent with marginals TΓI and π 2 .

Theorem 4 Let Fo,Go be the true distributions in V\ x ? 2 Let

Γ ^ }Γ
. Suppose πι(Bg) > 0 for all δ > 0. Then the posterior for F given

(Zi, Δ, ), i = 1,2, , ny is consistent.

Proof. Suppose first that the following additional assumption holds.

Vί.TΓ2{PG € V2 : Γ ffolog - < δ} > 0,
Jo 9

As before denoting the elements of Tι(Vχ xV2) by PH the above assump-

tions imply

/ ^o log ^ < δ} > 0, Vί.

It follows that the posterior for PH is consistent. Further the "inverse"

map Γ2 exists and is continuous . This follows from the argument in the
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proof of Theorem 1 since V\ x V2 C V. It follows that the marginal of the

posterior for Pp is consistent. This proves the theorem under the stronger

assumption made above. To relax this, note that the posterior for Pp does

not depend on the prior π^ for G. Hence, the behaviour of the posterior for

Pp does not depend on the additional assumption made above on π2 This

completes the proof.

Remark 2 Ghosh and Ramamoorthi discuss in [8 ] how one can choose π
satisfying the above condition for a rich collection of true PFOIGO 'S.
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